January 9, 1969

Senator Edward M. Kennedy
Old Senate Office Building
Room 431
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator:
First of all -- cheers and congratulations.
I have been in touch with Governor Curtis, after
talking with Jim Flug about the oil import program.
The evils of the program, the damage it does to New
England, and the deleterious effect upon the structure
of the oil industry seem fairly plain. I am for pursuing the problem vigorously, but I thought I should
pass along to you, as I did to the Governor, a word
of caution about relying very heavily upon a suit by
a State in the Supreme Court or in any other constitutional challenge to the program.
After preliminary consideration my reaction is
that although this avenue should be explored to its
conclusion, the chances of making anything substantial
out of it are no___~t bright; in other words, we should
regard it, at this stage as not much more than a
possibility.
I did send word to the Governor that I would be
glad to see whether the possibility could not be
developed into something more.
So, if you have occasion to say anything about a
constitutional or other legal challenge you may wish
to choose your words with caution and restraint.
With best wishes.
Sincerely,

Archibald Cox

EDWARD M. KENNEDY
M ASSACH USE’rI’S

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

June 2, 1970
Professor Archibold Cox
Samuel Williston Professor of Law
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Dear Professor Cox:
As you may know, we have established an oral history program on the life of Robert F. Kennedy. This program, which
is being administered by a special staff of the John F.
Kennedy Library, is developing a valuable source of information for historians, political scientists, biographers,
and other scholars who will study Robert Kennedy’s career
and the events in which he was involved.
We are, of course, interested in thoroughly documenting
Bob’s role as Attorney General. We would consider your
participation of great value, and we hope that we can
count on your cooperation.
The coordinator of the program is Larry Hackman. He or
his staff will follow-up on this request to provide you
with more information and to arrange for the interview.
I know they will be happy to answer any questions you may
have about the interviewing process.
I would appreciate your letting me know as soon as possible whether or not you are willing to be interviewed for
the program.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,//
Edward Mo Kennedy

June 8, 1970

Senator Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington D.C. 20510
Dear Senator:

I shall of course be glad to contribute
whatever I can to the oral history on the life
of your brother Bob. Experience with the similar
program following the assassination of the President
taught me that my memory is exceedingly fallible,
but I will do the best I can.
I would hope that any interview might be postponed until Autumn. I shall be extremely busy the
early part of the Summer and am planning to be away
for most of August.
With personal regards.
Sincerely,

Archibald Cox

June 8, 1970
James F. Flug, Esquire
Office of Senator Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington D.C. 20510
Dear Jim:
Just a word of apology for failure to respond
to your enquiry for comments upon the Senator’s notes
for his speech to the Massachusetts Teachers Association.
It would be hard to quarrel with the position the
Senator’s notes express, but you of course realise
that it really straddles the critical issues. They are
whether all government employees should be denied the
right to strike and what machinery should be set up to
deal with labor disputes in government employment.
I have been inclined to think that here in
Massachusetts we could and should establish compulsory
arbitration for government employees, as Pennsylvania
has done with the policemen and firefighters. If one
were reluctant to bind the State to the decisions of third
parties, employees might be prohibited from striking and
bound by the third party decision in all cases except
when the State refused to comply with the Award.
The best statement on collective bargaining among
government employees is a small pamphlet published
this Spring by the Twentieth Century Fund. It is the
product of a task force of which I was a somewhat
unfaithful member.
With best wishes.
Sincere ly,

Archibald Cox

EDWARD M. KENNEDY
MASSACH USE’r(S

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

June 25, 1970

Prof. Archibald Cox
Langdell Hall
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
Dear Archie,
The Kennedy Library, as you know, will contain the personal papers
of many of the President’s friends, associates and political contemporaries.
Now that definite plans are being made to clear the site for the Library
in Cambridge, we feel we should move ahead rapidly in collecting the
material that will eventually make up the historical resources of the
Library.
If you have not already made a commitment to deposit your personal
papers in another library, we would be honored if you would seriously
consider the Kennedy Library. I would be happy to discuss this with you
further, or to have someone from the Library staff visit with you to
talk about specific arrangements.
! am enclosing a statement which discusses the personal papers
program of the Kennedy Library.
We feel the addition of your papers to the President’s Library will
not only be of convenience to interested scholars of the period, but
will also enhance the quality of the Library.

Edward M. Kennedy
\

July 15, 1970
Senator Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington D.C. 20510
Dear Senator~
I have yours of June 25 concerning the
Kennedy Library.
I have made no commitment to deposit my
personal papers in any library and, if ~ had any
papers worth preserving or were likely to have them,
I would be glad to deposit them in the Kennedy Library.
The fact is that I have never been much at
keeping personal papers. I went through my files
some years ago thinking that there ought to be some
interesting papers from the days when your brother
and I were working on labor legislation. I found
none worthy of preservation. Much the same is true
of my files from the period when I was SolicitorGeneral, and I brought almost nothing back from
Washington. Thus, while I have no wish to be uncooperative, I think it rather meaningless to talk about
depositing any of my papers for preservation for
historical research.
Sincerely,

Archibald Cox

EDWARD M. KENNEDY
MASSACHUSETTS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

May 28, 1971
Professor Archibald
Harvard University Law Sdaool
Cambridge, Massachus~f~!

Within the ne~ six weeks or so, the HE~:I Appropriations Bill for Fiscal
Year 1972 is scheduled to be considered by the Senate: and I intend to offer
an ~nendmerA to provide appropriations for S. 3415 (91st Cong.) the F~mi!y
Practice of Medicine Act, ~ich was passed by the virtually unanimous vote of
the Congress last year, but was pocket vetoed by the President.
In my view, the President’s action in using the pocket veto to dis-~
approve the bill, thereby avoiding a vote in Congress to override the veto,
was a direct challenge to the legislative powers of Congress u~-~&er the Constiotution. The theory of the amendment I intend to offer is based on the following premises: (I) that the use of the pocket veto in the circu~nstances of this
legislation -- durir~ the five-day Christmas recess of Congress last December -was invalid - (2) that the bill becm~e law without the President’s signature and
(3) that the appropriation by Congress of funds for the program, is the raost
effective way to secure a resolution by the Courts of the long-standing legal
issues surroun~,ing the pocket veto power.
Enclosed is an e~.~cerpt from the Cong, essional Record stating my views
and the views of the Department of Justice on the constitutional issue~ as
well as a tentative draft of the proposed ~u~en@ment. As you will see, the
~nen~en% co~~tains a general appropriation of ~<~25 million for s. ~ ~=o~ a
mandatory spendi~ clause to ins~e that the fu~s will not be impounded by
the A~ninistration~ and a ~dest specific appropriation of :~25~..~..
~
~ for part~cu].~
"
~, ~ac~ce progra~s in ~o~ac~u~e~t~ I~orth Carolina~ and ~ash~n~..%~oo
~ ~r_
order 1o insure that the legal issue can be properly raised in co~t if the
A~ministration declines to :::.s~:e the fun.fs available.

June 23, 1971
Senator Edward M. Kennedy
United Sta~es S,enate
washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator
Your letter concerning the pocket veto of S.3418,
91st Congress reached me during the extraordinarily
busy weeks when we are grading examinations and
otherwise finishing up the academic year. I am
sorry for the delay in answering you but judge that
it is of no great ~oment.
I do not see how anyone can .give a reliable
prediction as to the decision the Supreme Court would
ultimately render if the question!were to come before
it. The view you have expressed is: certainly reasonableo I incline to think that you have considerably .the
better of the argument in terms ~f.practical goodsense
and the proper relationship between the executive and
legislative branches. The wrightcase pretty strongly
indicates that Chief Justice Hughes was not prepared to
accept most of the implications Of the Pocket Veto case,
but so long as those two precedents sta~ ~l~"e i guess
that the opposing sides will be able to quote passages
to sustain their respective positions.
My worry about the ultimate outcome is the inherent
unattractiveness of a holding that a bill has become
law without the President’s approval because he was i11advimed concerning the meaning of the Constitution.
number of justices, I suspect, w~uld strain to avoid
that conclusion. Of course, the answer can be made
that the fate of the particular bill is less important
than the correct resolution of a continuing question
concerning the relationship between the executive and
legislative branches, but I am far from sure that that
would satisfy a doubter even in a situation in which
Congress had reaffirmed its decision by appropriating
funds for the program and the President had signed the
appropriation bill.
Would not the remedy you suggest raise still
another constitutional question? ~President Nixon would
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presumably pay out none of the appropriation for the
Family Practice of Medicine Program on the ground that
the authorization never became laWo Is there not a
question whether the executive can be required to make
an expenditure even though the money is appropriated?
If not, one would never reach the pocket veto question.
I am afraid that this is not very helpful. Your
enquiry hits a gap in my knowledge.
With best wishes.

Sincere ly,

Archibald Cox

November 1, 1971

Mr. James C. Flug,
Office of Senator Edward M. Kennedy
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.
Dear Jim:
I enclose a copy of a letter from Martin Kasindorf
a former student who, as you will see, has been with
Newsweek since his graduation from law school four or
five years ago. I liked Kasindorf and, although he was
not of Law Review caliber, I though he had real ability
as well as very great energy and no little useful imagination.
I have written him suggesting that he get in touch
with you not because I suppose that the Senator has a
place for him, but because your knowledge of the situation on Capitol Hill might possibly enable you to give
Kasindorf a few helpful s&ggestions. If you can, I
would be pleased.~f you cannot, there is no need to
worry about it.
It wms good to have glimpse of you when you were
here.
Sincerely,

Archibald Cox
Ac/sb

Enclosure

November 4, 1971

Senator Edward M. Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear SenatorY
In view of the forthcoming Senate consideration of
President Nixon’s nominees to the Supreme Court it seems
worthwhile to pass on to you a bit of previous history
which seems generally overlooked in debates abo~t the
propriety of the Senate’s rejecting a President’s professionally qualified nominees. Perhaps cary Parker
has already done a more thorough job.
There is a~alth of precedent for the Senate’s rejecting Supreme Court nominees of eminent professional
qualifications and high integri~r~ simply because the
Senators disapprove of the nominee’s philosophy or constitutional views. Of course such action has often been
mixed with intense political controversy between the
Chief Executive and the Senate.
My colleague, An~Kaufman and I were speculating
about this a few days ago, and each of us went to Warren’s
history of the Supreme Court. He was somewhat more
careful than I, for he made notes upon the names of the
nominees who were rejected or withdrawn, and also of
Warren’s explanation. I enclose his notes, but both
of us wish to emphasize the importance of not calling
it our list or using the notes in their present state
or without much additional verification. They are just
lelsure jottings intended to give you a lead if the
subject proves interesting. You will note that the list
includes such highly distinguished lawyers and judges
as Jeremiah Black, Caleb Cushing, and Judge Hoar.
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Neither of us means to imply that we think a fight
should be made. Speaking only for myself, I am happy
to have Louis Powell on the Court if we must have any
Nixon appointee. Rehnquist seems to be a bird of another feather. In his case, the only question seems to
be whether we would not get an~ equally reactionary man
with less ability and probably of inferior character.
What a sad reason for having to accept a nomination:
With warm regards.
Sincerely,

Archibald Cox
AC/sb
Encl.

Original in
l~larvard La~v Library
Bnauthorized Reproduction
Prohibited

December 8, 1971

Professor Archibald Cox
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Dear Archie,

I suppose you have read the chapter
about you in Navasky’s book called "Kennedy Justice,"
I read it the other day, with some interest, and
great amusement. I was puzzled as to whether your
reaction would be one of mild amusement, or great
irritation. Both would appear to be warranted.
Someone has apparently been rather free
in making available copies of internal memoranda. The
fiduciary sense is not very highly developed in some
American lawyers.
Needless to say, I was interested in the
way (alleged) that the front office had to. work on
you. I guess things have not changed much in the
intervening eight to ten years. Needless to say, too,
I observed that you proceeded on the time-tested
Solicitor General’s method of proceeding inch by inch
and step by step, instead of by making frontal assaults
on major issues. That approach paid off under you,
and I believe it works the same today.

Harriet joins me in greetings and best
wishes to you and to Phyllis.

Erwin N. Griswold
Solicitor General

December 14, 1971

Honorable Erwin N. Griswold
Solicitor General
Office of the Solicitor General
W~shing~on, D.C. 20530

Dear Erwin:
It is good to hear from you.
I am afraid that for all my bluster my skin is so
thin that most of Navasky’s book irritated me no little.
Some parts were amusing.
Joe ~ gay absolutism always amuses me and
often inspires no little affection. I much enjoyed
reading his discourses upon how he would have won the
sit-in cases han~s down if only the Solicitor General
had not been so sticky. The world iS surely better off
for such men who are unable to consider what will happen
if they do not lose their all-out arguments. I suspect,
however, that Joe is a good deal better off because we
took the inch-by-inch approach we did.
The part that bothered me the most w~s the story
about my bringing Louis Clafrborne into ~he office only
because F. F. intervened in his behalf. That is obviously
unfair to F. F.; it also differs widely from the truth.
Anyone who had seen Louis’s p~st record would have wondered
whether he ought to bring him into e position of such
responsibility. On the other hand, he did receive the
very highest praise from not a few good judges including
both Justice Harlan and Justice Frankfurter. The gamble
was obvlously my own, and happily It paid off. Having
become very fond of Louis as well as a warm admirer, I
was more than a llttle annoyed at having so false a story
published.

Pa~e ;,

December 14, 1971

One problem wi~h such books is that they depend so
extensively upon self-made heroes. The men whose judgment
I respected most were ~urke Marshall and John Douglas.
Both were very effective in making me realize the necessity
of striking a b~&ance between what I thought were the
requirements of intellectual honesty and the welfare of
the Supreme Court with the needs of the front office.
Because both are rather reticent men in dealing with
strangers they do not play their real role, and it is
left to others whose influence was much less than they
supposed (unless I was unaware of what was happening).
You are having an extraordinarily heavy term. I
marvel at your capacity to handle so many cases. Needless
to say, I also envy your opportunity.
Perhaps you will be up this way during the holidays,
and we shall have a chance to get together. Meanwhile,
best wishes to both Harriet and yourself for the Christmas
season.

Sincerely,

Archibeld Cox
AC/sb

EDWARD M. KENNEDY
MASSACHUSETTS

WASHINGTON, D.C.

20510

March 30, 1973

Professor Archibald Cox
Harvard Law School
Cambridqe, Massachusetts
Dear Archie:
Thanks so much for jumping in so quickly and effectively with your most helpful instant First Amendment
analysis last Tuesday. I’m enclosing a clipping from
the Congressional Record containinq the debate on Senator
Church’s amendment. My own remarks begin at the bottom
of page S 5723° In the end, as you will see, the amendment
passed the Senate overwhelmingly.
However, the constitutional issue will be with us in
the House deliberations on the bill and in the SenateHouse conference. I would be grateful to receive any
further thoughts you may have, particularly on the question
of the exemption for institutions as opposed to individuals.
I’m also writing Paul Freund on this, who has been helping
me on First Amendment issues involved in aid to parochial
schools.
Again, my thanks for your excellent and much appreciated
guidance.

Best regards,

Edward M. Kennedy

April 20, 1973

Senator Edward Kennedy
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator:
Many thanks for yours of ~-~rch 30. I was glad to give
what help I could in connection with the debate on the
amendment to the Public Health Service Act.
I delayed a response in the hope that I would have time
to give you ~he benefit of more careful reflection but I
have been overwhelmed by the necessity of preparing a series
of formal lectures for delivery out in Berkeley next month.
After a little more thought it seems to me that Senator
Javits muddied the water very badly. Ree v. Wade does not put
upon anyone an affirmative duty to pmovl~e abo-~-~ons. The
holding is that the State ma~ not interfere with a doctor’s
performing an abortion if he chooses and if he deems it in
the best interest of his patient. Perhaps the conclusion
follows that a S~ate which provides somewhat similar surgical
and medical services violates the Equal Protection Clause
if £t refuees to provide this kind of surgical and medica!
service because its classification cannot be justified by
any such showing of a compelling State interest as would be
necessary to support discrimination in relation to fundamental
rights. Even if this is true, there surely is no constitutional
obligation resting upon any private doctor or surgeon or
privately endowed institution. The question before Congress-as I see it--was simply whether it wished to use the pressure
of money to induce private institutions to provide ~bortions.
I would suppose that it was an entirely rational and defensible
decision for Congress to say, "We do not wish an institution
to refuse to provide such services on the ground that their
provision is a nuisance or interferes with services we w~uld
rather provide, but neither do we wish to put pressure upon
any institution which wou~d omit the service upon ethical
or moral grounds or any other offense of the sensibilities of
its staff." Such a decision need not be justified under the
Free Exercise Clause. Furthermore, even if the chief reason

Senator Edward Kennedy
April 20, 1973
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for Congress’s making the exception is to respect religious
and moral consciousness, there is no necessity that the exception
exactly correspond with the scope of the Free Exercise Clause.
I think this answers this suggestion that institutions other
than a church cannot claim rights to the free exercise of
religion. Another answer is that since hospital services
must be performed ~y an organized group of people, the only
practical way to respect the conscience of individual doctors
and nurses is to allow the hospital to make a group determination as to the uses which its facilities will be put.
I am afraid that this says nothing new. I trust that
thmme will ~e no difficulty in the Houme or in Conference.
Sincerely,

Archibald Cox
AC/sb

United States Senate, Committee on the Judiciary
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~

Dear Senator Kennedy:
request the assistance 0f the Co~ittee~0n th~~Jhdi~:-~
c~ary ~n making, availab!e.to-my office ~xe6uti~
session testimony .and other statements not on the .
public record -of- defendants:~&nd pote~tial-- ~it~~s~~
in various prosecutions; In behalf.of the C0~itt~).
~. Peter Stockett recently~was-kind en0ugh~t0
to my staff inf0~&tion, i~: thi~- con~ection ~f0~_~he
of UnitedStates v;-M!tchell; et al~ Mr. Stockett, howU
ever, was un~le to assist us. with resPect to t~stim6ny_
and statements received by your S~co~ittee.
a copy of any s~stantially_verbatim and contemporaneous_
statement within the files of the A~inistrative Practice
and Procedure S~co~ittee of any of the individUals- identified on the enclosed schedule that has not been~de a part of the public record and that pertains t0
"Watergate" (in the broadest sense). Since we_~ous~be-prepared to turn over any relevant statements to defense
counsel by early August~ your prompt assistance will be
ve~ much appreciated.
~
_
If
~e material that we are seeking, Gerald Gol~n of my
staff is available to answer~ any inquiries.

The Hon. Edward M. Kennedy

Special Prosecutor
Enclosure
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON
ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

" WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

Mr. Leon Jaworski
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
United States Department of Justice
1425 K Street7 N.W.
Washington7 D.C. 20005

copy to
Tuerkheimer
McBride
Horowitz
Breyer

Dear Mr. Jaworski:
This is in response to your letter of July 157 19747 requesting m~" help
in obtaining a copy of any substantially verbatim and contemporaneous
statement within the files of the A~ainistrative Practice and Procedure
Subcommittee of any of the individuals listed on an enclosed schedule.
i should note at the outset that on no occasion did the Subcommittee
formally meet to receive testimony~ in open or executive session~ from
any of the identified persons~ and on no occasion were stenographic or
taped records made when Subcommittee staff did interview or talk with
them. Thus any notes which may exist from staff activities would
be scattered7 partial and not verbatim. Nonethe!ess~ so that you
will have complete information concerning Subcommittee activities relating to
the n~med persons7 I am identifying those contacts during the period~June
1972 to present and to the best of our recollection briefly describing
the natum~e of the contact.
L. Patrick Gray Ill--Staff may have discussed with Y~. Gray~ whilehe
was Acting Director of the FBI~ the question of obtaining FBI assistance
to serve a subpena on a subject of the Subcommittee inquiry. I spoke
with ~. Gray prior ~ his confirmation hearings7 and staff had various
brief casual conversations during those hearings.
Herbert W. Ka!mbach--Staff interviewed Mr. Kalmbach in his office in
the fall of 1972 concerning whether he would consent to a formal interview
and whether he would agree to Subcommittee access to FBI reports of the
Bureau’s interview with him. No formal interview was subsequently held~
and the Subcommittee did not obtain access to the FBI reports. Mr.
Kalmbach was served with a subpena by the Subcommittee but was releasedtherefrom when responsibilities for our inquiry were transferred to
the Select Committee.

Robert C. Mardian--Staff contacted Mr. Mardian early in the -~eek
of Ju~y 20~ 1972 concerning the possibility of his testifying at
appear at the hearings.

"

.

He. r5 E. Petersen--Staff may have had brief and intermittent
conversations with Y~. Petersen between October 1972 and January
1973 concerning procedural issues arising in the course of our investigazion~ during the confirmation hearings on ~&r. Gray on matters relating
to those hearings~ or other conversations of an informal or personal
n~Jre.

Hugh W. S!oan, Jr.--~. Sioan was contacted my staff~ once in person
and perhaps one or more times by telephone~ on the question whether he
~.,o~d consent to a form~l interview. No such interview was he!d.
As tc al! of the contacts and discussions described above~ ! am informed
by staff that they have no current recollection of having t~ken~ nor have
they located~ any notes or records reflecting substantially verbatim
contemporaneous statements of the persons involved.
! ~ _nzormed by the Senate Parliamentarian that since no Subcom~ittee
doc,~ments or papers are being forwarded to you~ there is no procedu~a!
objection~ under Ru!e 30 of the Standing Rules of the Senate~. to this
response.
if you need further info~ation concerning contacts or discussions.~
described in this letter~ or information relating to Subco~mitte$
contacts or discussions with other persons not listed onthe enclosure
in your letter, please let me know and we wi!l endeavor to cooperate
in every possible way.

Edward M. Kennedy
Chairman

-

